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British MPs Sign Parliamentary Motion in Support of
Normalising Relations Between Cuba and the US
and Ending the Blockade
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***

Fifty seven British members of parliament have signed a motion in the British Parliament
which calls on the British Government to promote international cooperation between the UK
and Cuba and urge the Biden administration to normalise relations by removing Cuba from
its ‘state sponsors of terrorism’ list and ending the US blockade.

Early Day Motion 1550 on Cuba and the US blockade was formally tabled by Grahame Morris
MP and Chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Cuba on 25 February 2021.

The motion has received support from MPs of numerous parties including Labour, Scottish
National Party, Plaid Cymru, Green, SDLP, DUP as well as several independent MPs.

The  motion  recognises  the  cost  of  the  US  blockade  to  the  Cuban  economy  and  the
“politically motivated” addition of Cuba to the US ‘state sponsor of terrorism’ list by the
outgoing Trump administration in January 2021. It encourages the Biden administration to
remove Cuba from the list and to end sanctions against the country in order to give Cuba
access to the materials it  needs to roll  out its COVID-19 vaccination programme to its
people.

The  blockade  of  Cuba  is  now approaching  its  60th  year.  The  United  Nations  General
Assembly (UNGA) has condemned the blockade in 28 consecutive votes; the last in 2019
saw 183 countries, voting in support of Cuba’s motion to end the blockade, and just 3
against. The next vote is due to take place on 23 June 2021.

In  addition  to  the  deprivations  it  causes  to  the  Cuban people,  the  blockade policy  is
extraterritorial  –  imposing  fines  and  sanctions  on  foreign  companies,  including  in  the  UK,
that attempt to trade with the island.

The coronavirus pandemic has highlighted the need for international cooperation. Cuba is in
the final  stages of  testing its  own COVID-19 vaccine,  which could  treat  its  own population
and  millions  across  Latin  America  and  the  global  south  if  the  country  had  access  to
materials to produce and administer the vaccine en masse. The British Government is
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already collaborating with Cuba on several projects including medical research and such
cooperation could benefit the US population too.

Grahame Morris MP said:

“The US blockade of Cuba has cost the Cuban economy billions of dollars and causes
shortages in essential services including health and education. I welcome the fact that
the  UK  Government  has  worked  closely  with  Cuba  on  joint  projects  through  the
pandemic and hope that such cooperation will encourage President Biden to normalise
relations by reversing the ludicrous designation of Cuba as a ‘state sponsor of terrorism’
and ending the blockade.”

Rob Miller, director of the Cuba Solidarity Campaign:

“The world is watching the US President in the early days of the new administration and
we hope that he will take note of the United Nations vote in June when the world will
once again say no to the blockade. It is heartening to see so many MPs here supporting
the campaign against the US blockade and we would urge the British Government to
take concrete steps to support UK companies wishing to trade with Cuba and stand up
to US bullying on this matter.”

EDM 1550 and Cuba’s report on the impact of the blockade in advance of this year’s UNGA
vote  will  be  discussed  with  María  del  Carmen  Herrera  Caseiro,  General  Director  of
Multilateral  Affairs  and  International  Law  at  the  Cuban  Foreign  Ministry  during  a  Cuba
Solidarity  Campaign  online  meeting  on  Monday  24  May  from  6.30pm.  Details  at
www.cuba-solidarity.org.uk

EDM 1550 – Cuba and the US blockade

Motion text:

That this House recognises the US blockade of Cuba has cost the Cuban economy
billions of dollars; causes shortages in essential services; and has been exacerbated by
the Trump administration’s designation of Cuba as ‘state sponsors of terrorism’ – a
politically motivated move which intensifies sanctions against the Cuban people in the
middle of a health pandemic; however, this House welcomes recent comments by Juan
González,  White  House  Director  for  the  Western  Hemisphere,  that  the  Biden
administration is seeking to lift remittance and travel restrictions and further hopes
measures will  be taken to enable Cuba to access materials to produce and deliver
millions of doses of its COVID-19 vaccine both to its own population and elsewhere;
further this House congratulates the UK Government for voting against the blockade,
and  on  its  positive  engagement  with  Cuba,  including  joint  projects  on  COVID-19,
medical  research and facilitating the posting of  Cuban medical  brigades to  British
overseas  territories;  calls  on  the  British  Government  to  promote  international
cooperation between Cuba and the UK and encourage the Biden administration to
normalise  relations  by  reversing  the  designation  of  Cuba  as  a  ‘state  sponsor  of
terrorism’ and ending the blockade.
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@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Featured image: Cuban doctors and nurses getting ready to travel abroad, Havana, Cuba, April 2020. |
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